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In her latest thriller, New York Times bestselling author Tami Hoag takes readers on a suspense-filled ride of
shocks and twists leading to an explosive finish. It is the story of an ex-cop, a missing girl, and a killer
locked in a race where there can be only one winner—and the losers die trying.

In a trailer in a Florida swamp, time is running out for eighteen year-old Erin Seabright. A pawn in a
kidnapper's terrifying game for a ransom no one can pay, her last hope is a washed-up ex-cop who has
already lost it all-not once, but twice.

The wealthy world of the Palm Beach horse set seems a long way from a cop's world in the narcotics
division. A lifetime ago, undercover sheriff's detective Elena Estes worked the mean streets and BackTop
alleys, living by her wits and playing the long odds until she took one risk too many. Now Estes lives on the
ragged edge of lost hope and self-hatred, hiding from the past and believing she doesn't deserve to have a
future. But the past is about to come back with a vengeance, and the future is about to become a race
between life and death.

A young woman is missing and her twelve year-old stepsister comes to Estes for help. No one but serious,
studious Molly Seabright seems concerned about what's happened to her troubled older sister. But Molly is
convinced Erin is in danger. Estes has no P.I. license, no interest in a new career, and no desire to break her
self-imposed exile. But the more she learns about the people Erin Seabright was involved with, the more her
long-dormant cop instincts come back to life.

One trip to the show grounds where Erin worked as a groom, and Estes is quickly pulled to the dark side of a
glamorous sport. Behind the glittering, ultra-rich facade is an ultra-ruthless world of drugs, payoffs, and dirty
deals. A world of dissolute playboys and crooked horse-dealers, of royalty and rabble, of rivals and enemies.
An obscenely wealthy world where anything can be had for a price—including a life.

And in that world stalks a killer who will lead Estes down a dark, twisted trail of decadence and deceit,
mayhem and murder—from the gilded life of Palm Beach to the darkest corners of the Florida swamps, to a
final show-down that could cost her everything. A race against time and evil. A race in which Estes is the
dark horse—and no one is betting on her to win.
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From reader reviews:

Doris Anderson:

The actual book Dark Horse has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of gain. The
book was compiled by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just before write this book.
That book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this book.

Teresa Brown:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the extra time or they will get
wide range of stress from both day to day life and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely indeed. People is human not a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will certainly unlimited
right. Then do you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative in spending your spare
time, the book you have read is definitely Dark Horse.

Elizabeth Blake:

Reading a book for being new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you
learn a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts
of book that you have read. In order to get information about your analysis, you can read education books,
but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics,
in addition to soon. The Dark Horse provide you with new experience in reading through a book.

Robert Hansen:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got scholars? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby. So you
know that little person including reading or as examining become their hobby. You have to know that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to provide you
knowledge, except your personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update concerning something by
book. Numerous books that can you take to be your object. One of them is actually Dark Horse.
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